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21 An Hourglass Protool ArhitetureIn this setion, we present an hourglass protool arhiteture for sensornetworks. We adopt this arhiteture in this proposal. It is important tonote that this arhiteture is still in its early stages of development and soit is subjet to further reviews and tuning as our work proeeds forward.Before we present our protool arhiteture, we �rst need to explainthe struture of a sensor network that we assume as we develop thisarhiteture. We assume that a sensor network onsists of one gatewayand at most 255 sensors. The gateway of a sensor network ats both asa entral ontroler of the (at most 255) sensors in its network and as agateway that onnets its sensor network with other sensor networks orthe rest of the Internet. Notie that a gateway an be the gateway for morethan one sensor network. In this ase, sensors that belong to di�erentnetworks an not ommuniate diretly. Rather they an ommuniateonly via their ommon gateway.Eah sensor is a small omputer that has a sensing board and anantenna, and it an ommuniate with other sensors in its network orwith its gateway in a wireless fashion by broadasting messages over radiofrequeny. Eah sensor in a network has a unique identi�er in the range1..255. Identi�er 0 in a sensor network is reserved for the gateway of thatnetwork.The maximum number, 255, of sensors in a network needs some ex-planation. First, many appliations (suh as sensing in the home) requiresa small number of sensors. For eah suh appliation, it is enough to in-stall one network. Seond, for an appliation that needs a large numberof sensors, two or more networks, that share the same gateway or havedi�erent gateways, an be installed. Third, as disussed below, the di�er-ent sensors in a network need to stay in lose synhronization with oneanother, for example the loks of these sensors need to stay reasonablylose. This an be aomplished easily if the number of sensors in thenetwork is relatively small.The sensors in a network are not required to be idential. In fat,they may have di�erent apaities and may be manufatured by di�erentmanufaturers. This exibility neessitates that all sensors, regardless oftheir apaities or their manufaturers, are provided with a ommon pro-tool that allows the sensors to ommuniate with one another. We referto this ommon protool as the Sensor network Protool or SP for short.To be exat, a sensor may have many protools that perform di�erentfuntions (suh as message routing, lok synhronization, seurity, and



3di�erent sensing appliations), but all these protools reside on top of SP.Thus, the protool stak in a sensor has the shape of an hourglass whosebottle-nek is SP.It is important to note that SP is used only to support the ommuni-ations between di�erent sensors or between the sensors and the gatewayin the same sensor network. The ommuniations between di�erent gate-ways (that belong to di�erent sensor networks) or between a gateway andInternet lients and servers is supported by the Internet Protool IP.In several ways, the thought of SP evokes IP. Nevertheless, SP per-forms three funtions that are di�erent from those performed by IP. First,SP supports speial routing patterns that are more appropriate for a sen-sor network, whereas IP supports general uniast and multiast routingpatterns that are more appropriate for the Internet. Seond, SP allowssensors to publiize and harmoniously reset their internal states so thatany loss of synhronization between sensors in the same network an bedeteted and orreted as early as possible. This funtion is not supportedby IP. Third, SP provides seurity, against message insertion and replay,in almost every message. This funtion is not provided by IP. We are nowready to present our urrent design of SP in more detail. (As mentionedabove, this is an early design that needs to go through several revisionsand tuning stages, before it evolves into a �nal design.)2 The SP HeaderLike IP, SP de�nes a header that needs to be attahed to every messagebefore this message is sent within a sensor network. The SP header of amessage m onsists of 10 bytes divided over nine �elds. The �elds of theSP header of a message m are spei�ed as follows.1. ID of a Sensor Network (1 Byte): This �eld spei�es the least orderedbyte in the ID of the sensor network in whih message m is origi-nated. We expet that the full ID of a sensor network onsists of 4-5bytes and that all sensors in a network and the gateway of the net-work know the ID of the network. Only the least ordered byte of thenetwork ID is used to speify the sensor network in message m in or-der to keep the SP header short. (In omputing the digest of messagem in �eld 8 below, the full ID of the network is used instead of �eld 1.)2. Routing Mode (2 Bits): This �eld de�nes the routing mode that needsto be used in routing message m. To �ll this �eld, a hoie is to bemade from among three possible routing modes:



4 (a) Uniast: Message m is originated at some sensor in the networkand it needs to be routed over the urrent routing tree towardsthe gateway of the network.(b) Broadast: Message m is originated at the gateway of the networkand it needs to be routed over the urrent routing tree towardsevery sensor in the network.() Flooding: Message m is originated at some sensor or at the gate-way of the network and it needs to be routed to every sensor orthe gateway that is within a spei�ed time-to-live hops from theoriginator of m. The value of the time-to-live is spei�ed by theoriginator of m in the (next) Routing Information �eld of the SPheader.Note that the Routing Mode �eld has two bits and so a fourth rout-ing mode an be added to these three routing modes. For the timebeing, we leave this fourth routing mode to be identi�ed in the future.3. Routing Information (1 Byte): This �eld ontains some informationneeded to route message m based on the previous Routing Mode �eldin the SP header. There are three ases to onsider:(a) Routing Mode of m is \uniast": In this ase, the Routing Infor-mation is the parent, in the urrent routing tree, of the sensor thatjust sent m.(b) Routing Mode of m is \broadast": In this ase, the Routing In-formation is the sensor that just sent m.() Routing Mode of m is \ooding": In this ase, the Routing Infor-mation is the remaining time-to-live of message m.4. Originator Identi�er (1 Byte): This �eld stores the identi�er of thesensor or gateway that originated message m.5. Originator Distane (6 Bits): This �eld ontains the number of hopsthat message m has made so far. When m is sent by its originator,the Originator Distane �eld in the SP header of m is 1. Eah sen-sor that later forwards message m inrements by one the value of itsOriginator Distane �eld before it forwards m. This �eld in the SPheader of message m an be used by any sensor that reeives m intwo ways. First, the reeiving sensor an use this �eld in omparingthe (next) Originator Time �eld in the SP header of m with its ownlok to deide whether m is a fresh (and not an old or replay) mes-sage. Seond, the reeiving sensor an use this �eld to keep trak of



5its shortest distane, in number of hops, from every other sensor inthe network. This information an be used in routing future messages.6. Originator Time (2 Bytes): This �eld stores the lok value of theoriginator of message m at the instant when m is originated. This�eld, along with the previous Originator Distane �eld, are used byany sensor that reeives m to deide whether m is a fresh message(and so needs to be proessed further) or an old or replay message(and so needs to be disarded).7. Originator State (1 Byte): This �eld has a value in the range 0..255that identi�es the loal state of the originator of message m at theinstant when m is originated. This �eld is used in resetting the loalstates and times in a sensor network as follows. Periodially, the gate-way of the sensor network broadasts a message m, whose OriginatorState �eld is 0 indiating that every sensor in the network should resetits loal state. When any sensor in the network reeives this \reset"message m, the sensor resets its loal state and assigns its loal lokthe value 0. This �eld an also have other uses in maintaining state andtime synhronization between neighboring sensors in a sensor network.8. Message Digest (2 Bytes): This �eld in the SP header of a message montains the value of a message digest funtion applied to the onate-nation of the following items: the \onstant �elds" in the SP headerof message m, the rest of message m, the seret key that is shared byevery sensor and the gateway in the network. This �eld is used by any�nal destination that reeives message m to deide whether m wasoriginated by a legitimate sensor or the gateway in the network (andnot inserted into the network by a foreign sensor that does not belongto the network).9. Next Protool (1 Byte): This �eld de�nes the next protool, after SP,that message m needs to be forwarded to, when m reahes (any of)its �nal destinations.3 Future WorkOur work on reviewing, revising, and tuning SP ontinues. We divide ourfuture work into the following six tasks.



6{ Task 1. Designing a routing protool that supports SP: In this task,we design a protool for maintaining a shortest-path routing tree fromevery sensor to the gateway in the sensor network. The maintainedtree is used in routing uniast and broadast messages. The protoolfor maintaining the routing tree is periodially initiated by the gate-way in the network. It uses ooding messages so that eah sensor inthe tree an ompute its parent(s) in the new tree, in the ase wherethe new tree happens to be di�erent from the urrent tree.{ Task 2. Designing a seurity protool that supports SP: Eah sensorin the network has two seurity keys: one key that this sensor shareswith all other sensor and the gateway and another key that this sensorshares only with the gateway. These keys need to be hanged period-ially. In this task, we design a protool for periodially hanging theseurity keys in eah sensor and the gateway.{ Task 3. Designing a synhronization maintenane protool that sup-ports SP: In this task, we design a protool for performing two fun-tions: maintaining lose synhronization between the loal loks andloal states of neighboring sensors in the network and periodially re-setting the loal loks and loal states of all sensors in the network.{ Task 4. Implementing and evaluating the performane of SP: In thistask, we implement SP and all its supporting protools, that are de-signed in Tasks 1 through 3 above. We also experiment with theseimplementations and evaluate their performane in the sensor lab atthe University of Texas at Austin and the testbed at the Ohio- Stateuniversity.{ Task 5. Designing a translation between SP and IP: In this task, wedesign a translation from SP to IP and vie versa. This translationan be used by any gateway of a sensor network to transform one orseveral SP messages that are generated in its network into a single IPmessage that the gateway needs to forward over the Internet (eitherto the gateway of another sensor network or to some Internet lient orserver). This translation an also be used by the gateway of a sensornetwork to transform an IP message that the gateway reeives overthe Internet (either from the gateway of another sensor network orfrom some Internet lient or server) into one or several SP messages



7that the gateway needs to forward to the sensors in its network.{ Task 6. Designing sensing transport protools over SP: The routing,seurity, and synhronization protools designed in Tasks 1 through 3above onstitute the smallest set of protools that are needed to sup-port SP. We expet, nevertheless, that other (in partiular transport)protools will be needed to support the di�erent appliation protoolsin sensor networks. Some of these transport protools, for instane,an be invoked to reserve needed resoures or guarantee quality ofservie for the appliation protools. We are planning on designingthese transport protools in this task.4 Related WorkOur e�ort to adopt an hourglass arhiteture for sensor network proto-ols was inspired by the hourglass arhiteture for the Internet protoolsas disussed in [4℄ and [3℄. Our urrent design of SP was inspired to alarge extent by the well-doumented design of IP version 4 in [13℄ and IPversion 6 in [5℄. Our plan to design a routing protool that supports SP isgreatly inuened by the routing protools in [15℄, [9℄, [16℄, [1℄, [8℄ and [2℄that were proposed earlier for ad-ho networks. Our proposal to designa seurity protool that supports SP is motivated by the earlier seurityprotool proposals in [11℄, [10℄, [17℄, [12℄and [7℄. Finally, our deision todesign a synhronization protool that supports SP was inspired by thetwo time synhronization protools proposed in [6℄ and [14℄.5 AknowledgmentThese pages (more or less) were part of a proposal that we submitted tothe NSF in May 2004. Unfortunately, the proposal was not funded. Wewish to thank Professors David Culler and Sott Shenker for enouragingus to develop this doument in order to expose our ideas onerning SPto the publi.Referenes1. B. Chen, K. Jamieson, H. Balakrishnan, and R. Morris. Span: An Energy-eÆientCoordination Algorithm for Topology Maintenane in Ad Ho Wireless Networks.In Proeedings of the Seventh Annual ACM/IEEE International Conferene onMobile Computing and Networking (ACM MobiCom), pages 85{96, Rome, Italy,July 2001.
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